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Ø1
THE VISION OF DECENTRALIZATION
In our day-to-day life, we are often confronted by situations where
centralized institutions set the rules for us to follow. Without
going into detail about whether such rules benefit the well-being
of most, or serve the personal interests of a few, the fact is that
centralized structures need a lot of time to adapt when faced with
new challenges.
Such a pace for adaptation may have never been a real issue in
the past, but today our world requires much quicker progress, as
our global society faces many complex and unknown challenges.
These challenges present themselves in a global scale in a matter
of hours/days. It may be a pandemic spreading faster because
of our high mobility, or even our struggle to find our own identity
while our digital actions are continuously being monitored and
sold without our concession. Quite often we must fight to be
treated as equals, get access to the basic tools (such as food,
health, love) and to allow us to develop ourselves, our visions,
and consequently, our world.
Hence, the idea of centralization as “the only way to go”
seems just outdated. Our world needs innovative power that is
able to deploy solutions quicker than what centralized institutions
are able to, commonly speaking. In order to respond to today’s
challenges at the pace required by our generation, decentralized
approaches are one of our most powerful weapons.
Decentralization at its core means dispersing the decision making
power among all “levels” of hierarchy. Our community followed
the path envisioned by Ryoshi for the SHIBA community, “claimed
SHIBA” (please refer to the original article of Ryoshi and to the
chapter below “Who is Ryoshi”), and developed a true decentralized
project, in which both structure and members can freely adapt in
order to respond to the community requests in the best way possible.
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Ø1
DECENTRALIZED SOLUTIONS

We believe that cryptocurrency is solving and aiming to solve
many issues related to how companies and centralized structures
work. For example, decentralization ensures that people can have
direct control over their assets and NFTs, and may freely move art
among different platforms and products, games, etc., generating
revenue as they see fit, depending on the available solutions on
the market. Our goal is to bring as much solutions as possible.
Our community will deploy ideas and utilities to support artists
and projects in an equal way. No barriers anymore. E.g. art will be
made available based on quality and perception of the population,
not on rules from a curator or art galleries, possibly putting their
own interests ahead. Decentralized solutions avoid concentration
of power in the hands of few, and we will do our fair share to
contribute to the decentralization process side-by-side with
other actors of the crypto-space and general public.

$SHIB AS OUR ROLE-MODEL
$SHIB was founded on the goal of disrupting centralized finance
and their development team has followed through. Ryoshis
Vision aims to follow a similar path by disrupting traditional
centralized industries.
With plans of becoming a decentralized autonomous organization
(DAO), Ryoshis Vision aims to disrupt the entertainment and
technology sector by creating utilities that benefit artists,
creators, players and many other actors of different sectors.
Some of the industries we are developing utilities for are: music,
gaming, art and design.
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Ø2
WHO IS RYOSHI?
Ryoshi is our role model, and the founder of the Shiba Universe,
a vibrant decentralized ecosystem created to empower the
individual through blockchain technology.
As defined by Ryoshi during the foundation of Shiba,
“(…) we have from the beginning made very clear that noone is in charge. There is no man accountable, no person
responsible and no entity has the keys to the kingdom.”
Ryoshi made clear to the world that Shiba started as, and
will always be, the pure actualization of a decentralized and
perpetual community.
Ryoshi has given all of us the gift of ourselves, or in his own
words, “a process of self-actualization realized through the
playing field of blockchain.” We aligned with Ryoshi’s vision
and decided to implement the vision into reality by deploying
our Token, “Ryoshis Vision.”
Read Ryoshi’s full vision here.
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Ø3
WHAT IS RYOSHIS VISION?
Ryoshis Vision ($RYOSHI) is a community ran ERC20 token
on the Ethereum blockchain, created by our dev, Wifey, with
the intention of honoring the pure vision of the great Ryoshi.
The three main goals of Ryoshis Vision token are:
• Enabling community-initiatives and projects into utilities
aligned with our core values;
• Rewarding holders through deflationary tokenomics and
built-in burn mechanisms;
• Encouraging the community to vote and participate in
project decisions (DAO).
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Ø4
RYOSHIS VISION ($RYOSHI)
TOKEN EXPLAINED
Our perception of the request from part of the SHIBA INU
community towards burns combined with our alignment with
Ryoshi’s vision of taking initiative resulted into a “call for action”
from our Wifey, who deployed the token Ryoshis Vision, initiating
a second experiment aligned with Ryoshi’s core values. We were
thrilled to follow the best example from the ShibaSwap dev team
by putting ideas into motion.

CLARIFICATION

MINT / LAUNCH / TOKENOMICS
MINT PROCESS
In the hope to respond to this request of the $SHIB community for
“burns” in the best possible way, we followed a similar initial mint
as $SHIB did, by minting a total supply of 1 quadrillion tokens—
the maximum possible on the Ethereum blockchain, as designed
by VB—and also burned half of the initial supply.

Blackhole

Minted

RYOSHI.VISION

Even though $RYOSHI
contributes to the
amazing ShibaSwap
ecosystem and is aligned
with Ryoshi’s core values,
we are an independent
token from the present
ShibaSwap project.

Sent to RYOSHI contract
address Ethereum—ERC20

Contract
500 Trillion $RYOSHI

500 Trillion
burned to $SHIB address

$SHIB Address

ORIGINAL SUPPLY
$RYOSHI 1 quadrillion
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Ø4
MINT / LAUNCH / TOKENOMICS (CONT’D)
MINT PROCESS (CONT’D)

Original Minted Tokens:
1,000,000,000,000,000 (one quadrillion) on August 7, 2021
Tokens burned to $SHIB contract address at inception:
500,000,000,000,000 (five hundred trillion) on August 8, 2021
Ryoshis Vision Contract Address:
0x777e2ae845272a2f540ebf6a3d03734a5a8f618e

LAUNCH PROCESS

Ryoshis Vision had a fair launch on the Ethereum blockchain on
August 7, 2021. There were no presales nor tokens assigned to
team members nor any other parties before the launch.

TOKENOMICS

INITIAL LAUNCH

• 100% of our liquidity
tokens burned to the
$SHIB address
• Deployed only on
ShibaSwap

Our smart contracts have 3 main characteristics:
• 1% burn of every transaction (including, buy, sell and
transfer) to Wallet #1
• 1% distribution of every transaction to the rewards
pool (Wallet #3), to be evenly distributed to xSHIB holders
on ShibaSwap.
• Protection against sandwich bots activity.

SMART-CONTRACT PROTECTS AGAINST SANDWICH-BOTS

REWARD POOL
1% of every transaction ADDED
to the $RYOSHI reward pool

$RYOSHI
Reward Pool

DEFLATIONARY TOKEN
1% of every transaction BURNED
to the $SHIB contract wallet

$SHIB
Address

GIVING BACK TO SHIBA
1 Reward Cycle being equally
distributed to all xSHIB holders

Every $RYOSHI
transaction
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Ø4
MINT / LAUNCH / TOKENOMICS (CONT’D)
DEFLATION
1% of every transaction is burned to the $SHIB address.
We understand that a deflationary token supply creates a HODLfriendly environment, where long-term HODLing is rewarded—as
the token supply reduces, the value of the remaining tokens
increase proportionally.

REWARD POOL
In addition to the 1% burn mechanism, 1% of every $RYOSHI
transaction is distributed to the reward pool (Wallet #3) which
is distributed in cycles.
Our first reward cycle: giving back to ShibaSwap and
xSHIB holders.
We feel it is our pleasure and obligation to recognize the
amazing initiative from the ShibaSwap team that inspired
us in taking action.
We chose to reward the ShibaSwap ecosystem as follows:
• Equal distribution of $RYOSHI to all xSHIB holders, equally
enabling them into upcoming utilities.
• Exclusivity to the ShibaSwap ecosystem at launch, adding to
its transaction volume and total volume locked (TVL), which
contributes to other regular ShibaSwap rewards.
Our first distribution cycle started 2 weeks after the launch of
Ryoshis Vision, and distributed over $200,000 USD from more than
$1 Million USD from our reward pool to more than 81,000 xSHIB
holders. Future distributions of the present reward cycle to xSHIB
holders will happen over a period of 20 weeks for the given cycle.
Continued on next page…
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Ø4
MINT / LAUNCH / TOKENOMICS (CONT’D)
REWARD POOL (CONT’D)
Although Shibarmy and Ryoshiarmy are different communities,
our love towards our friends from the Shibarmy is limitless and
the desire for cooperation is expressed openly. We hope to be
contributing to the whole crypto and global ecosystem side-by-side.

PROTECTION AGAINST SANDWICH BOTS

Our smart contracts have an in-code protection against sandwich
bots by only allowing 1 transaction per block per wallet, preventing
such bots to act.
Sandwich bots are programs that find pending transactions and
place a buying and a selling order at the same time, targeting to
collect the difference between the buying/selling order at that
moment. Avoiding such bots means more tokens for you.
Without sandwich bots, the efforts of a few trying to manipulate
the price are worthless. We want our human community to prosper
without worrying about competing with advanced bot technology.
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Ø5
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Following our launch, creative and talented individuals from all
over the globe assembled to support the token Ryoshis Vision
($RYOSHI), and began to share ideas and work together to build a
solid foundation for our future. As a result, our community was born.

STRENGTHENING THE BRAND
FROM THE BEGINNING

In order to give a face to our community and start working on
our brand, we decided to pick a logo, and organized a contest.
Our community members asked each other how the brand
could be most in line with the passions and vision of Ryoshi.
We understand Ryoshi as a lover of animals – as displayed
with the creation of the dog token $SHIB, and by always
impersonating a cat in the digital world.
After deep thought, we picked a logo of our Ryoshis Vision lovely
cat. Ryoshi symbolized that dogs and cats live amicably, and our
community hopes that the Shiba Inu (dog) and the Ryoshis Vision
(cat) will develop an inseparable bond. Our kind meditating cat
signifies Ryoshi’s love for clarity, equality and community. The face
covering on the cat signifies that you don’t need eyes to see true
vision. We see with our hearts and not with our eyes. Remember,
we are all Ryoshi!

SPECIAL MESSAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY ARTISTS
During our logo contest, we were all amazed as we discovered
ourselves to be blessed with so many incredible artists, many with
us from the beginning and working for the community non-stop.
The project team would like to recognize and deeply thank our
artists in the name of the whole community for the amazing and
necessary job they do. Impossible without you.
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Ø5
CREATING OUR PROJECT TEAM

Since launch, the project team has been formed and continues
to grow in line with Ryoshi’s core values of decentralization.
The team is made up of community members that decided to
embrace the project with dedication, time and energy. All of which
were pushed forward by voices in the community during the early
stages of the project. We now have a diverse, cross-functional
team of volunteers with different backgrounds, time zones and
skill-sets, to help ensure that Ryoshis Vision is representing our
community in the best possible way, at all times.
The strength of our community is what drives our future. Ryoshis
Vision was built by the community, for the community, and its
success relies on the community. As Ryoshi’s original vision makes
clear, there is no funding, no centralized team, or direct leadership.
All the project team aims for is giving the best framework possible
for our community to use and thrive.

MODERATION BY CORE VALUES
Wifey led by example on how to moderate, putting our core
values of equality, inclusivity and kindness at the forefront of every
interaction. These values have become the principles in which
we operate, ensuring the highest level of ethical behavior in our
moderation and project activities.
In the spirit of transparency, we have made our (non-exhaustive)
list of moderation responsibilities open to the community to review,
to ensure accountability and responsibility for our actions. Please
be assured that we welcome and encourage community input,
and invite suggestions and ideas on different projects and initiatives.
We encourage everyone to read it and also our articles, social
interaction, and visit conversation groups on Reddit, Telegram,
and Discord. Please reach out to us and we will welcome you.
We believe that good relations can always be built when both
sides are open for us all to learn, evolve and thrive.
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Ø5
GOALS & VALUES

Our main target as a project is to support the expansion of the
range from utilities offered to the Ryoshiarmy, to the Shibarmy
and ShibaSwap, to the Ethereum Community and Foundation,
and to the whole crypto-sphere, in that specific order. As our
objective is to contribute and cooperate only, and our project
structure allows for adaptation in order to better integrate and
cooperate with other communities and partners, all sharing
Ryoshi’s values of:

EQUALITY :: INCLUSIVITY :: INITIATIVE ::
GIVING BACK TO THE COMMUNITY :: KINDNESS
• EQUALITY: We are Ryoshi. Everyone is welcomed in our
community. We are all equally important.
• INCLUSIVITY: Accepting the human being at heart first.
There is no second. We are an inclusive diverse community
that is able to convey many ideas and points of view towards
a common proactive and positive goal.

GIVE BACK TO

CRYPTO,
THE
PEOPLE,
AND
OUR
PLANET

• INITIATIVE: We unite and take action to build a prosperous
and sustainable future for us and the next generations to come.
• GIVING BACK TO THE COMMUNITY: Our community is
what drives our future. The whole project has been built by
the community, and its success relies on the community,
as we can only make a difference if our community is strong.
As such, our project utilities shall be carefully crafted with
the intention of giving back to the community in various ways.
• KINDNESS: Because it is one of the foundational human
interactions that brings people together, and facilitates the
development of trustful relationships on all levels. Kindness
leads to kindness.
Continued on next page…
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Ø5
GOALS & VALUES (CONT’D)

Our community will grow and expand across the whole world. Our
goal is to offer utilities that exceed the limits of the crypto-space,
reaching many niches which are mainly controlled by centralized
institutions. As previously covered, centralized institutions quite
often do not adapt to the needs of our world in the necessary
pace, and we see as our responsibility to enable such progress.
We want to expand global awareness on the importance of crypto
and decentralization in our lives and for our future. We believe
those are questions that we should pose to ourselves and
meditate for a bit.
It is our understanding that ultimately, all our actions must
contribute to a better world, where interaction between people
is made easy and friendly. We want an add-free world, where
no hidden agendas are driving our culture and customs, and
disturbing our process of development and self-actualization
to become authentic. We should learn to understand ourselves
and to follow our own interests without being mislead.
Our global environment must be preserved and protected by all
means. Ryoshis Vision aims to develop utilities that will encourage
any positive endeavor towards our planet (e.g. contributing to the
reduction in the global carbon footprint), and help to create a
sustainable world for future generations.
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Ø5
PROJECT SETUP AND DAO

Any true decentralized project must consider community first in
all actions. Hence, having a DAO is a necessity. Ryoshis Vision is
creating a DAO that will give the community the ability to vote on
things such as:
• Project future and setup
• Brand decisions
• Project Incubator: Vote on new utilities to be evaluated
and implemented
• Interaction with different utilities, helping them to be
shaped as you see fit
• Usage of the project wallet resources
• Usage of the rewards from the reward pool
• Others

The exact way of DAO
to be implemented is
under analysis, and
possible solutions will
be discussed with the
community in the next
step. Development
updates about our DAO
will be announced on
our website and social
media platforms.

TEAM

Unlike a traditional business, Ryoshis Vision does not have a
CEO, COO, CFO, or a payroll. Ryoshis Vision recognizes the
importance of transparency to investors, as they are investing
real money, and therefore, trust must be established. Even a
decentralized initiative requires a structure to be able to operate.
We would like to introduce the structure in which the team is
currently working.

Work Groups
Coordination Team

Admin Team

RYOSHI.VISION

Dev Team

Doc Management

Entertainment

Marketing

Social Networks

Art / Design

Coding / Tools

Moderation

Compliance Office

Etc…
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Ø5
TEAM (CONT’D)

• The dev team: Wifey and project members that are dedicated
to conceptualize, evaluate, support implement, deploy, and
finally provide support and maintenance for tools and utilities.

• The admin team: Focused on operations and marketing
activities, the admin team will coordinate the actions between
the dev team and the whole community through the coordination
team, ensuring that the community inputs are considered
first. The admin team set up the framework for the whole
project team to work.
• The coordination team: Ensuring the communication among
the community is good and clear as possible. Members of the
coordination team will be responsible for one or more work
groups, depending on project necessity. Also multiple
coordinators can support a specific work group.
• The work groups: In order to tackle many different activities,
our project team follows an agile approach in a start-up-like
structure, where work groups are created and can move freely
within the community to support activities, as they come.
Our community members can freely decide to join one or more
work groups. We ask for a trial-mod period in order to ensure
alignment with our core values at all interactions.

This structure allows for
the project team to move
fast and decentralize any
activities once the need
is identified. It is flexible
and can be adapted at
any time by increasing
the number of work
groups and subdividing
them, depending on
the interest of the
community. For example,
if “entertainment” is
becoming too complex
to handle, our work
group could be divided or
supported by other work
groups to be created,
such as games, music
and concerts.”

Here are the main work groups at the moment:
> Art/Design
> Coding/Tools
> Document Management
> Entertainment
> Marketing
> Moderation
> Social Networks
> Compliance Office
> Etc.
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Ø6
UTILITIES
Our utilities are products of community or business interactions
that will have our brand values at heart at all times. We aim to
strengthen our brand always. Only a strong brand that reflects
positive contributions to the world by adding real utilities to our
lives in different ways will have success in the long-term.
It would be unthinkable to select a single utility for Ryoshis Vision,
as this would definitely limit our potential. Hence, our first utility to
be presented is our decentralized project incubator.

DECENTRALIZED PROJECT INCUBATOR

Being a project incubator allows us to consider many utilities for
our future. We are providing a framework for community initiatives
and partnerships to facilitate utilities being deployed under or in
alignment with our brand.
Our project team will work non-stop to prepare the evaluation of
many initiatives, so our community can help decide which project
to implement.
Our projects under the incubator will also have a special care when
it comes to improving our user experience in the digital world.
The process of evaluation for our project incubator is
exemplified below:
ACCEPTED

Initial Pitch

The requirements to
make an ‘Initial Pitch’ will
be formalized in unison
with the strengthening
of our brand, during the
deployment phase of the
initial utilities. If you are
interested in pitching an
idea, reach out to our
team and we will guide
you through the process.

Move to Implementation

Evaluation

IMPROVEMENT NECESSARY

RYOSHI.VISION
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Ø6
SSLP AP ALLOCATION:
A GIFT FROM SHIBASWAP TO RYOSHI

Our second utility being presented in this document is a revisit
of the ShibaSwap liquidity pair (SSLP) AP bonus allocation that
happened shortly after launch. Our token holders can chose to
provide liquidity to ShibaSwap and earn bones. We would like
to give more details on this amazing moment, as it shows the
potential of a friendly coexistence, where we all support our
crypto-community to expand its limits further and further.
Initially, we were so pleased to be able to give back to SHIBA
with our reward distribution to xSHIB holders and exclusivity to
ShibaSwap at launch. Shortly after, we were thrilled when the
ShibaSwap team allocated bonus AP to the SSLP pair RYO-Eth.
We take this gesture as a warm welcome on our debut, and use
this moment to signal back all of our appreciation, admiration and
respect towards the ShibaSwap team, and direct those words to
the entire SHIBA community with much kindness and respect.
Today, farming the SSLP pair RYO-ETH will have a Bone
allocation reward of 20 APs.

BURNING APP

The built-in tokenomics of our Ryoshis Vision token is already a
utility in itself. By burning 1% of every transaction to the $SHIB
address, we ensure that the value of our token across all token
holders increase. This is the most equal way to distribute gains
to token holders, benefitting especially long-term HODLing.
In order to make sure that our community knows how much
tokens have been burned in each block and all blocks, and further
information such as present price, current circulation supply,
number of holders, balance of the dead wallet, etc., our burning app
will also be launched on our Vision Day, along with our new website.
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Ø7
PROJECT PITCHES & TOPICS
UNDER EVALUATION
Additionally to the utilities presented above, our project incubator
has received many ideas that are in different phases of analysis.
Some are initial pitches, while others are already in implementation
phase. For marketing reasons we will not be disclosing which utility
is in which phase.

NFT MARKETPLACE

Having our own NFT marketplace is a no-brainer. Being a
community flooded with amazing artists, we understand that it is
our obligation to provide a marketplace where our artists can thrive,
and also support other community artists to benefit directly from
exposure to our community. We are open to having our art present
in as many NFT marketplaces as possible. Nevertheless, we will
surely deploy our own NFT marketplace with built-in tokenomics
to reward holders and artists.

GENERAL GOODS / SERVICES PLATFORM

Our goal is to facilitate interactions between people. We are working
on a platform to easily enable different professionals to offer
services and goods.

ENTERTAINMENT
MUSIC
Given the present situation in our world, but also looking ahead
towards our future, it is our understanding that the way fans
and artists interact will change. Today, we have limitations
in mobility due to the pandemic situation, and tomorrow we
will still be struggling with reducing the CO2 footprint that our
mankind generates on our planet. Allowing for alternative ways
of interaction will enable new business models which are being
considered by us.
RYOSHI.VISION
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Ø7
ENTERTAINMENT (CONT’D)
MUSIC (CONT’D)
We are working on a platform to support some of those new
business models, and hope to bring news about this utility in the
near future. Our target is to use this platform to introduce crypto
to many crypto-newcomers, making them Ryoshi holders from
the beginning, and developing their interest, knowledge and
understanding of crypto and decentralization.
Additionally, community amateur artists wanting to be part of
this initiative will surely be considered, and we hope to be able
to support their debut in different ways.

GAMES
Our community has pushed the topic “game development”
from the beginning, and it was a no-brainer that games would
be in the scope of our project. We will be strengthening our brand
and character, and be focusing on storylines to individual and
collaborative games with other communities. We have goals of
deploying both indie and AAA games.

ESPORTS
More than game development, our brand and community will
support the debut of Ryoshis eSports teams, as this is an
effective way of bringing communities together and spreading
our core values. Additionally, we love games.

METAVERSE

Having our own metaverse to support community-driven utilities
is something we see as a necessity for our future. Creating a
metaverse is surely a challenging task which involve many
different considerations, and our team is working towards this
goal as well.
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Ø7
AND MUCH MORE…

Our community and project is a flexible organic organism built
upon core values and willing to collaborate and support initiatives
aligned with our brand. In addition to the utilities mentioned above,
we will be working towards products and services to both engage
and facilitate the interaction between community members and
people in general. Ryoshis Vision aims to make everything possible
to enable feasible ideas into disruptive innovations, shaping the
future to be what we can only envision in our present: A world of
love, trust and kindness, where business exist to serve people, and
people exist to fulfil their full potential.
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Ø8
COMPLIANCE OFFICE:
BUILDING A TRUSTFUL RELATIONSHIP
WITH OUR INVESTORS
We understand that trustful relationships are the most important
factor when it comes to long-term success of projects, as it is a
pre-requisite to allow teams to collaborate openly, and keep a
friendly atmosphere by maintaining a high level of motivation.
This encourages efficiency and high quality products. To
contribute to building a trustful relationship among the team,
with our community and partners, our project has created a
compliance office with the intention of:
• Ensuring that the guidelines describing internal processes are
being followed on a daily-basis
• Deploying reports on points that the community deem
necessary
• Setting the structure necessary to work together with external
audit companies towards code security and quality standards

PROJECT MULTISIG-WALLET

One of the first actions of our compliance office was to
recommend the creation of a project wallet to receive donations
to be used in supporting the development of our project. As we
are all for transparency, especially due to the fact that our admin
team is built-up from the community, our project wallet is a multisig wallet with 5 signatories, where at least 3 must approve a
transaction. In our present context, this means that at least one
doxxed member must approve the transaction, giving even more
transparency to the community.
Continued on next page…
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Ø8
PROJECT MULTISIG-WALLET (CONT’D)

On this note, the project team would like to reinforce their trust in
Wifey and the dev team towards building our future, and wants to
also signalize to new investors that we are open to conversations
on an eye-to-eye level.
Additionally, our project multisig-wallet is also existing to receive
reflections from upcoming utilities, allowing the community to
decide on how these funds can be used in the future, e.g. for
listings, audits and covering project costs, such as licenses and
other activities. The project wallet will have a budget allocated
to our DAO concept.
If you would like to donate to the development wallet, please
send any ERC20 token to this wallet address:
0xc3A0bCF4a7006a6c124f3714F87508D2c325c8Ff
Thank you for donating!
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Ø9
A FINAL WORD TO OUR
COMMUNITY & INVESTORS
As a final word, we would like to reinforce that our aim with this
document is to provide a clear picture of our community, project
and goals. We hope to have fulfilled the wishes from all readers,
and are always welcoming inputs in the hope they could guide
the future of our project towards the best possible representation
of our community. We hope to see you soon as part of our worldchanging Ryoshiarmy.
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1Ø
OFFICIAL LINKS
Website

Medium

Telegram

Discord

Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

YouTube
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11
DISCLAIMER
This is a living document that, at the time of publishing, is up
to date. No information contained in this document is financial
advice, investment advice, trading advice, or any other kind of
advice. Ryoshis Vision always recommends consulting a financial
advisor before making any financial decisions.
If you do purchase Ryoshis Vision, you understand and agree that
you are not purchasing a security or investment.
You agree and understand that Ryoshis Vision is never to be
held liable or to blame for any personal losses or taxes that you
may incur when investing in cryptocurrency.
You agree that the Ryoshis Vision team is presenting products
“as is” and is not required to provide any support or services.
You understand and agree that Ryoshis Vision is not responsible
for, and can not verify, your local rules and regulations as it
pertains to cryptocurrency.
You understand that Ryoshis Vision is not registered as a digital
currency and you accept all liability pertaining to your local
government’s rules and regulations.
Always make sure you are in compliance with your local government,
tax laws, and regulations before you make any kind of purchase.
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